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ORCHARD SURVEY OF JACKSON COUNTY
By C. I. LEWIS, S. L. BENNETT and C. C. VINCENT

INTRODUCTION

This is the second orchard survey published by the Oregon Experi-
ment Station. The purposes of such a survey were fully stated in the
Wasco County report. We would add that there are many problems in
common in the two localities surveyed and we have therefore in some
cases found it unnecessary to treat some of the topics as fully in this
report as in the former. On the other hand, some topics are given more
prominence in this survey. Both reports are available fOr all the fruit
growers of the state and should contain information and statistics of
interest to them.

The report covers the whole of Jackson County. This county differs
from Wasco in that the latter has three sections divided by natural
harriers, while in Jackson County we have no such barriers. Nevertheless
the problems here are as great and we find, as many varied conditions,
due to the wide range in elevation from 1,200 to 2,800 feet, and to the
many types of soils. In this one valley we find conditions suited to apples,
pears, cherries, grapes, prunes, peaches, and small fruits.

We find two classes of growers in the countythe large grower, who
has from 50 to 400 acres and who often is a man of means, who considers
fruit growing a splendid investment; and the small grower, who owns
from four to 25 acres and is able to make splendid returns. The problems
in these two classes of orchards are quite different. The average size of
an orchard, including the home orchards of Jackson County, is 20.47
acres, while the average of the commercial orchards, including orchards
from four acres up, is 25.3 acres. As in Wasco County, we find men
coming from all parts of. the country and from all callings in life, to
engage in fruit growing, and wherever intelligent and thorough methods
have been used the results have been very gratifying.

The field work for this survey was done by S. L. Bennett and C.. C.
Vincent, who made an orchard to orchard canvass, visiting the 473
orchards of the county. The figures given are as accurate as was possi-
ble for us to obtain. Unfortunately the growers were unable to give us
many figures, such as yields, etc., which would have been very interest-
ing. Many orchards had changed hands or contained a large percentage
of trees not yet in bearing, and these facts account to a certain extent
for the lack of information on these as on some other subjects.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.We wish to thank the fruit growers of Jackson
County for their hearty co-operation in the work of making this survey.
To C. E. Bradleyof the Chemistry Deartnn:t of this Station w xtond
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thanks for suggestions and assistance given us in our soil work. To
Better Fruit Publishing Company we extend thanks for loan-of Plates
4, 9, -and 12- to Medford Commercial -Club for Plate 15; to Southern
Oregon Investment Company for Plates 5 and 6; and to Captain M. F.
Eggleston of Ashland Commercial Club for Plate 3.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROWING iN
JACKSON COUNTY.

Many years ago the fruit industry as it existed in the East began
slowly to extend to the Coast. It spread into new and undeveloped
regions, and accordingly, about twenty-two years ago, the production of
commercial fruits in Rogue River Valley began, though there were home
orchards set as early as fifty years ago. Only one of these was of any
appreciable size, this being a ten-acre tract owned by Mr. E. K. Anderson
of Talent. Also James Vanoy, near Grants Pass, in Josephine County,
had an orchard of about eight acres. There being no railroad, there was
no market for the products of these orchards, hence they were given
freely to the less fortunate neighbors.

It was in the year 1883-4 that the road now known as the Southern
Pacific was completed, thus furnishing railway facilities to Portland and
San Francisco. Notwithstanding the fact that fruit buyers came into the
valley from California, and bought the fruit and shipped it East as
California grown fruit, these two men above mentioned made neat little
fortunes from their orchards. Thus the Anderson and Vanoy orchards
were the factors in the commencement of the apple and pear industry in
Rogue River Valley.

At that time the so-called father of the fruit industry of Jackson
County, Mr. J. H. Stewart, who came to Medford from an eastern fruit
district, and understood the possibilities of that enterprise, foresaw a great
future for the valley, and accordingly, in 1885, he planted quite a large
acreage of apples and pears, the former being largely of the Ben Davis
variety. He cared for the trees according to his own ideas, and that
orchard stands today as an example of one having always been well
cared for. His methods, especially those of pruning, were followed by
all the men who set orchards during the few years immediately follow-
ing, and soon extended to the various other portions of the state where
commercial fruit growing was attracting attention, the railroad making
such an advance possible. It was he who so strongly advocated the
industry and who so freely explained the methods of carrying on the
work. Thus it was this promoter who first gave the impetus resulting
in the large planting in Jackson County.

Tae GROWTH AND DECLINE OF PRUNE GR0wING.It was between fifteen
and twenty years ago, when the interest taken in the growing of prunes
in California extended to Oregon, that a large area was set in prunes
along the Coast. At that time very good prices were realized for this
product, making it a very profitable business. It being a fruit used
almost entirely for cooking and canning purposes, the market was soon
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overcrowded and the price lowered until prunes came to be of very little
value. No more plantings were made and finally the trees already set
were being taken out. Thus, after a few flourishing years, the prune
industry began a decline. Now, although there are over 15,600 trees,
principally Petite, being cared for, prune growing is at a standstill.
Although the prune outlook is more favorable at the present time, and
prices continue to rise, there is so much more to be realized from the
production of apples and pears, it is probable that there will be very few
prune plantings in Jackson County in the years of the near future.

RECENT DEELOPMENP OF PE PRODUCTION IN ROGUE RIVER VALLEY.-
The commercial production of pears in Jackson County began at the same
time as that of apples. They being a more perishable fruit, and trans-
portation facilities not being as efficient as at present, there was not so
great a demand for this kind of fruit as for apples. The market has
developed wonderfully, however, the last few years, and since 1902 there
have been about 109,500 pear trees set out in the county, that being about
77 per cent of the total number of pear trees in the valley. Notwith-
standing this enormous growth, higher prices were received for pears this
year than ever before, a lot of Comice being sold in New York City for
$9.20 per box. Rogue River Valley enjoys the distinction of being the
greatest pear-producing district in the Pacific Northwest. Apples of as
good quality as those of Jackson County may be produced elsewhere, but
it is admitted that the flavor and keeping quality of the Rogue River
pears have not been duplicated in any other fruit producing country.
There have been larger areas, respectively, of Cornice, Bartlett, and Bosc,
than of any of the other varieties. It is due to the fact that there is such
a large demand for Cornice that there has been the stride in the planting
of this variety. The Comice is undoubtedly a very favorable pear, but
the cause of the demand for Comice being so much greater than that for
other varieties, as the Bartlett, is that it is a comparatively new com-
mercial variety, is a shy bearer, and the supply on the market has been
limited. But it is a question whether or not they are on the whole as
profitable as some of the other leading varieties. In fact, the relative
planting (Table 11) show that a plurality still favors the long-tried
Bartlett and it is safe to say, that of the money-makers, that variety
stands at the head of the list. Although the D'Anjou is only fifth in
total acreage, that variety is rapidly gaining favor, and from a close
observation of various orchards we could well recommend it as a very
desirable pear for future planting.

The development of any district is, as a rule, due to the aggressiveness
of a few. The fame which is won, and consequently the demand for
their particular fruit, may be accredited to their untiring efforts. This
has been the experience of Jackson County and it is true that the interest
and practical culture grow with the market. The market is larger and
better at present than ever before. Also the orchards which in the past
have been neglected are now well cared for and prosperity reigns over a
wider territory.
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SITE AND ASPECT.

The choice of a site is an important factor to consider in fruit grow-
ing, and much depends upon it for the future welfare of the orchard. A
large percentage of the fruit growers of the valley exercised good judg-
ment in the selection of a site for their orchard. Some, however, have
made a mistake. The following reasons show the importance of choosing
a good site: Some of the lower valleys of the county are more suscepti-
ble to night frosts than the slightly elevated localities because objects at
the surface of the earth are chilled by the radiation of the heat to the
cold,: air above and this causes the cold air to settle in these places. The
coldness is further increased by the stillness of the sheltered regions,
while on the more elevated points currents of air are circulatiig. The
orchard sites are shown by the following table and are classified as
follows:

TABLE 1Showing Sites of Orchards in the County.

As the table indicates, orchards amounting to 2,872 acres were found
to be situated in low, nearly level places, and while a large majority of
these growers have received excellent returns in the past, a few are: now
beginning to realize their mistake in a choice of site. On the slightly
elevated places approximately 3,065.4 acres are set out to orchards, whil'
on the high elevated places 2,489 acres were found. The larger percent-
age of these orchardists have been very fortunate indeed in their, choice
of a site, for they receive more or less protection from the winds by
belts of timber lying near: their trees. Others, however, were not so
fortunate, and suffer frequent losses from too much exposure to winds.
Therefore, in conclusion, it appears that probably the best site for n
orchard is one slightly elevated, as it affords a good opportunity for
proper air and soil dralnage

The aspect or exposure is not so important for the successful growing
of the apple and pear in Jackson County as it is for the more tender
fruits, such as the peach and apricot. With these fruits a north or
northeast exposure is to be preferred to a southern exposure if the beet
results are to be obtained. On the south exposures the warm sun rays
in early spring have a tendency to force the buds which may be killed by
late frosts. The indications are that the southern exposures of the.valley
are more adapted for grape culture and early berries.

The following table denotes approximately the exposure of the differ-
ent orchards of the valley:

Low
:

1200-1500 2872 104
Slightly elevated 1500-2090 3965.4 137
High elevation 2090-2690 2459' 124, : :

In draws 1100-tHU 1199 108

Elevation In feet No. acres No. growers
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TABLE 2--Showing Aspects of Orchards.

The table shows that the largest number of orchards are situated upon
a north and northeast exposure, but at this time further conclusions can-
not be drawn as to the best exposure, for good results have been b-
tamed from bearing orchards situated on each of these exposures.

SOILS.
The opinion is quite prevalent that fruit trees will grow and flourish

in almost any, kind of soil. This theor,', however, appears to be wrong,
for fruit trees, to put forth their best efforts, require a soil of good
quality, as much so as do the smaller crops such as grains, corn, potatoes,
etc. Where such crops thrive, some fruits are found to do equally as
well. Good soils vary in many particulars but they should be fertile,
that is, contain the necessary elements for plant growth. The soil should
be deep and mellow if best results are desired. Depth is indeed a very
important factor in succssful fruit growing, because the root systems of
the trees require plenty of room for good development. Young trees will
thrive for a time on shallow soils but sooner or later they will become
unprofitable, as it is impossible for them to obtain the maximum develop-
ment in such soils. In the Rogue River Valley we find a great variety
of soils. Some are peculiarly adapted for pear culture; others produce
apples of the finest quality; and so on, we find soils specially adapted to
certain fruits, as peaches, small fruits, etc.

Tvas OF SOIL5.As above stated there is a wide range in the char-
acter of the soils in the valley and they can be classified, in a general
way, as follows: Black sticky, red sticky, gray sticky; clay loam, sandy
loam, gravelly loam; red free soil, black free soil, red clay, etc., the soils
named beiitg the predominating ones. The following table shows what
percentage of the total soils of the valley consists of the above named
types with their varying sub-soils.

By the expression "sub-soil of the same texture" we mean that in
boring to a depth of from two and one-half to three feet very little dif-
ference is found in the soil. As the above table shows, most of the soils
are deep and have a sub-soil of a good character, a small percentage being
underlaid by hard-pan or loose gravel. While comparativelygood results
have been. obtained from many of these different types of soils, it is very
hard to draw definite conclusions from the observations made the past
summer, chiefly because a large percentage of the orchards have not as

No. of acres No. of growers

North 2803 114
Northeast 1188 88
Northwest 859.4 28
South 780 58
Southeast 366 19
Southwest 1390 31
S ast 903 75
\Vest 986 60
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TABLE 3.

yet come into heavy bearing; but with the records that we have at hand
we shall be able to tell more about thcir suitability to the various fruits
as the trees come into heavy bearing. At the present time the granitic
soils seem to be the best for peach growing; while the red hill soils seem
more adapted for grape culture and for such tree fruits as the prune and
cherry. The apple seems to dQ well on the sticky and loamy soils and
there are indications that some of the first bench land will prove to be
ideal apple soil. The pears seem to do the best on the stronger and
heavier soils.

A chemical and a physical analysis has been made of the different soil
types of the county. The chemical a.aIyses in most cases show a lack
of some of the necessary elements of plant growth. As regards the
chemical analyses we would state that we obtained as fair samples as
was possible but it must be borne in mind that if hundreds of samples of
the various types from different parts of the valley were analyzed there
would be considerable variation. A few samples of each type do not
serve for all, as various parts of the same field vary and also some men
have been more careful than others in the handling of- the soil. Unfort-
unately, also, chemical analysis does not give the amounts of the available
plant foods; but from the analyses that we made there is very strong
indication that nearly all the soils of the county are deficient in nitrogen;
a large percentage run high in lime; very many are under the average in
phosphoric acid; while nearly all are very rich in potash. Nitrogen is
an element which leaches very easily from the soil and this explains to a
large degree the small percentage found in some of the soils. Each
grower must to a certain degree study his own soil from a chemical st.nrl.
point by experimenting on a small scale with commercial fertilizers,
cover crops, etc. The fact that a soil runs deficient in a certain element
after all is not a very great drawback, as it is comparatively easy, in the
majority of cases, to supply the lacking element; but the physical condi-
tion of the soil is indeed very important as it is hard to change it ma-
terially. While a heavy soil can be made lighter by the addition of humus
and careful methods of handling, and a light soil be made mor.e compact
by the addition of humus, aside from this the physical condition cannot
be changed.

Top-so IL
Sante

texture Clay

SUB-SOIL

Gravel hard pan

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per ccitt
Black sticky 8 6.4 .8 .8
Red sticky 2 5 2.6
Clay loam S.c
Sandy loam 6 .6
Gravely loam 2.5 3 1.5 .4
Granitic 3,5 3.6 2 .4
Red free soil 4.6 2.3 .6 .8
Black Iree soil 5.5 5 .ii .2
Gray sticky 6.6 3.5 .2
Red clay 4 53 2.6 .6
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The question is sometimes asked, What is meant by good soil? From
the chemical point of view we would make the following classification:

Frtm the physical point of view it is harder to say what constitute3
the best soil, but there are certain properties that we find desirable.
First, it should be deep, the deeper the better. It should contain enough
sand and gravel to allow one to till it easily. It should have good drain-
age. It should contain enough clay to make it a good moisture and plant
food retainer, and should contain at least 2 per cent humus.

Where irrigation is possible, by growing cover crops and supplying
artificial moisture, many commonly supposed poor soils can be made to
give good returns.

The following table shows a chemical and a physical analysis of
sticky or adobe soils:

TABLE 4Analyses.

Tinder "loss by ignition" we would have humus, some moisture,
gases, etc.

Where soils are deficient in any element, they can be replenished by
methods described elsewhere in this bulletin. In the physical analysis,
the clay and silt predominate. Unfortunately we were not in position to
separate the clay from the silt but these adobe soils all run very high in
clay and contain very little gravel or sand. To handle them properly is a
serious problem and where irrigation is possible it is very probable that
the problem of handling them will be partly solved by growing clover or
some similar crop for a few years. Irrigation will furnish moisture
enough for both the trees and the crop and after two years the crop
could be plowed in, thus discouraging the formation of roots too near
the surface, and furnishing the soil with humus. Where pears are grown,
crops other than nitrogenous should be used.

LOAMS CLAY, SAND, AND GRAvEL.Twenty-five per cent of the fruit
trees are set upon these types of soils. They are as a rule very deep
and in many respects are ideal for fruit growing. They are generally
well drained, allow roots to penetrate deeply, and are comparatively easy

Black sticky .33 .95 .11 .10 5.4 0 0 2.94 97.06
Red 42 48 .07 .05 3.0 4 80 6(7 14.44 74.7
Gray .35 1.59 .13 .05 2.4 18 20 17.08 I 18.12 46.6

Poor
Produclive
Excellent

.15

.25

.35

.05 .2
.5

1.0

.05

Chemical Mechanical

Soils
Potash Lime

Phos-
phoric

acid
Nitro-
gen

Loss by
iguitin Gravel Coarse Fine Silt and

sand sand clay

Per CL Per ct. Per Ct. Per Ct. Per Ct. Per Ct. Per Ct Per ci. Per Ct.

PhosphoricSoils Potash acid Lime Nitrogen

Per cent Per ccitt Per Cent Percent
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to handle. They seem genrally to be rich in plant foods.' Their physical
analysis is based upon their content of clay. Professor Hilgrd makes
the following classification: Sandy barns, from 5 to 10 per cent clay;
clay barns, from 15 to 20 per cent. The following table gives the chem-
ical and physical analyses of these soils:

TABLE 5-Analyses.

FR SOILS-RED, BLACIC-AbOUt 18 per cent of the fruit trees are
found upon free soils, which are generally found upon the upper hill
lands of the valley. They are nearly always well drained and are easily
cultivated. The surface soil is usually from two to four feet in depth
and the sub-soil contains considerable clay. The lighter soils seem ideal
for peaches and apricots, while those containing more clay are producing
very fine apples. The following table gives the aRalyses:

TABLE 6-Analyses.

1.46 .19 .14 2.98 .82 5.13 13.52 80.50
.82 .24 .06 1.80 1.81 122831.211 II 81

GaANITIC. In the vicinity of Ashland is found a soil, granitic in
nature, very rich in mineral elements, particularly adapted for peach
growing and in some cases for cherries. The large majority of the peach
trees of the county are found on this soil. They are very easy to handle
but need a good supply of humus, as they generally seem deficient in
that substance. With a rnoierate amount of irrigation and a good supply
of humus, they are very satisfactory soils. The following table gives the
analyses:

TABLE 7-Analyses.

Soils

Chemical

I'O

Mechanical

Gravel Co:rse Silt:ndPotash Lime Fine

Per Ct. Per Ct Perct. Perct. Ferct. I Perct. Perct. Perci. Perct
Black free .49 1.11 19 .05 1 62 28.88 9.48 13.91 48 23
Red ." .99 .51 .15 .( 1 40 8.24 82 12.75 I 67.19

Soil

Chemical Mechanical

Pots sli Lime
Phos-
phoric

acid
Nitro-
geli

Loss by
igniti" VGra el CoarSe

sand
Fine
saud

Siltand
clay

Per ct. P,rr Ct. Perci. PerCt Per ct. Per ci. Per ct Per ct.
Granitic .69 .94 26 .08 1.80 16.51 2043 17.72i,. 45.31

Chemical Mechanical

Soils
Potash Lime

Phos.
phoric

acid
N'

ge
Loss by
igniti'n

Coarse Fine Silt andGra,e sand sand clay

Per Ct Perct. Pcrct. Perct. Perct. Perct. Perct. Perct.'Perct.
Clay loam .61
Sandy clay loc,ii 40
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The pears that brought such large prices in eastern markets the past
season were grown on several soil types, such as clay loam, red sticky,
black sticky. To a large degree the same is true of the apple. While the
ofl is a very important factor in successful fruit growing and should be

selected with care, nevertheless, from the present indication, the majority
of the soils of Jackson County, if properly handled, will give good results.
In many cases several distinct types are found in a single orchard and
the owners should study these types carefully in order to determine the
best methods of tilling them. It will be some time before we will be able
to state definitely just what soils are more especially adapted to each
kind of fruit.

CULTIVATION.

To no, small degree .the success of orcharding depends upon good culti-
vation and proper handling of the soil. A large percentage of the growers
of Jackson County realize this and have the reputation of being intensive
cultivators. In tilling the soil, two points are kept in mind,first, th
proper preparation in the spring; second, the treatment in the summer.

Inkthe spring the object is to bring the soil into as nearly ideal garden
condition as possible, the grower seeking to break up all the large parti-
cles of soil to increase the feeding surface for the roots, as a well
puhcerizec.l soil has many times the feeding surface that coarse or lumpy
soil possesses. Therefore, good thorough cultivation sets more plant
food free, not only because the soil particles are finer, but because the
air can do its proper work. To have healthy plant growth a certain
amourt of oxygen must be in the soil. This oxygen is found in the air.
Again, the good preparation should deepen the soil, increasing the feeding
surface, all the more encouraging roots to strike deeply, and bringing
themoisture up from the water table. By having the soil particles small
the water is enabled to rise. Thus, in the feeding area of the soil we
have set more plant food free and we also have plenty of moisture. These
two points are very essential, as the only way plant food can enter the
roots is in the form of a solution. Water must be present. This solution
entering the roots rises to the leaves, where the food is retained for
future use and the water is given off. The more moisture enters the
plant, the more food is deposited.

In the summer treatment we are seeking other ends. Our object now
is to pulverize the two or three inches on the surface as finely as possi-
ble. The nearer we can bring the top soil to the condition of road dust
the better will be our results. The object now is to prevent the moisture
from evaporating from the soil. This fine dust prevents the water from
passing through it, breaking up the capillary attraction in much the same
way that heavy planks or blankets would do. If we stopped with the
spring cultivation, the soil after each rain would begin to crust, bake,
and crack open, and we would lose the moisture. From what has been
said it can be seen that it might be possible to pulverize the soil in
spring so fine and deep as not to allow the water to rise but this is not
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likely to happen. Those who have had experience in forming the surface
mulch know that it is hard to form a dust mulch of only two or three
inches; yet sometimes the grower must go still deeper as the season pro-
gresses. This summer cultivation, also keeps down the weeds, and this is
well worth while, as weeds pump out an enormous amount of water from
the soil.

Of the 473 fruit growers of Jackson County, 251, or 53.07 per cent,
plow every year and cultivate their orchards thoroughly during the
spring and summer. Nine growers, or 1.91 per cent, plow alternate
years, following every summer with thorough cultivation. Ninety grow-
ers, or 19.01 per cent, have garden truck between the rows and practice
cultivation. Some orchards receive poor cultivation. Eighty-one, or 17.13
per cent, plow, following this with poor cultivation. Thirty-five, or 7.4
per cent, never plow, and practice poor cultivation; while seven, or 1.43
per cent, entirely neglect their orchards, never plowing or cultivating.
Thus we see 73.99 per cent of the orchards receive good cultivation and
98.52 per cent receive some cultivation. In justice to the commercial
growers of Jackson County it should be stated that the percentage of
orchards that do not receive any care and the majority of those that do
not receive good care are chiefly small home orchards.

Taking the growers that are careful in the way they handle their
soil, we find that the methods used vary considerably. This would
necessarily be so because of the many different types of soil found.
Where soil in plowing turns up in large lumps it is found desirable to
disc it first. The clod masher is also a good instrument to use after
plowing, as it breaks up the lumps. Most growers disc after plowing,
following with a spike or spring-tooth harrow. The best results are
obtained when the harrow follows the plow quite closely, preventing lumps
from baking or hardening. In the lighter soils harrowing is often found
to be sufficient, plowing being rarely used. The sticky soils offer problems
all their own; It is often found impossible to plow and work these down
deeply. In some cases, shallow plowing or mere discing is resorted to.
In . some cases a drag harrow is attached to. the disc. In this way the
soil mulch is formed. The sticky soils are peculiar. Often, on scraping
awaythesoil mulch, the sub-soil is found to be very hard, but neverthe-
less moist, and as long as the surface of this hard stratum is prevented
from drying, good results are obtained.. For producing a good soil mulch,
nothing seems to be better than such instruments as the Acme harrow
or the Kimball weeder.

The cropping of the orchard is a problem well worth considering. In
the majority of cases the trees need all the plant food available to make
proper growth. Some soils seem very strong and allow the growing of
other plants in the young orchard. The best plants to grow are the
truck crops; next best, such plants as melons and squash. Corn and
potatoes are two crops that require a large amount of food and moisture
and are generally undesirable, while such cereals as wheat and oats should
never be used. Many of the- growers who have cropped their orchards



Plate iScene in C. H. Lewis orchard. Method of ol)taining a good mulch on adobe soils.
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now declare that they feel that they made a mistake. When crops are
grown, a strip should be reserved on each side of the young trees upon
which nothing is grown. This strip should be kept well cultivated.

FEEDING THE SOIL.
The prevailing idea among many fruit growers-of Jackson County is

that when no crops are being rethoved from between the rowsof the
fruit trees very little plant food is taken from the Orch.rd soil. Although
a majority of the soils in the Rogue River Valley at present are quite
rich in the elements required for plant growth, it will be a question of a
few years only, if steps are not taken to prevent it, before the orchard-
ists will find their orchards seriously depleted in plant rood The princi
pal elements needed for plant. growth are nitrogen, pliosphoric aid, and
potash, and whenever they are lacking they should be suplied to the
soil in some form. . .,

Thes.e plant foods, if added now, would be of very little expense to the
fruit grower and it would well pay him for he would be assured of a
fairly good crop every year. If, on the other hand, they are notaddei
until t.he soil becomes practically exhausted, a year or two is -lost in
bringing the trees back to their normal yield. Very few orch.rdists
realize just how much plant food is taken from the oi1 by our most
common crops, let alone b'3aring orchards. By coflsulting the following
table, taken from circular nuiriber 68 of the Illinois Experiment Station,
a relative idea can be formed as to how many pounds of the available
elements are consumed by one common fiel& crop as compared with apple
trees and fruit:

TABLE 8Fertilizing Elements used by Apples and Farm Crops

As the table indicates, the fruit trees consume a large amount of the
available plant food from the soil. Therefore, to equalize this constant
drain upon the soil, fertilizers must be used. As yet very few growers
are taking any steps to hcrease or maintain the fertility of their soil,

Produce

Titrogen

Pounds

PotassiumKind Amount Phosphorous

Oral,, 75 bushels 45 7 9
Oats Straw 2 tons 24 4 40

Total crop 69 Ii 40

Grain I 40 bushels 46 6 11
Wheat Straw - S tons 19 34

Total crop 65 10 45

Timothy 2 tøtis 48 6 47
Po,atoes . 600 bushels 63 13
Apples .

.. 600 bushels 47
Leaves . . 4 tou.s 59

2
7

57
47

\Vood growth----- 6 2 S

Total us ii i09
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although quite a large percentage of them have expressed their intention
of døing so. The - common idea among the growers is that chemical
analyses will tell -them all they need to knpw about, the soil. Fortunately
if samples are selected so as to represent the whole field, we are able to
tell what plant foods are present in the soil, but we cannot tell in what
form they exist, and thus we cannot tell how much of the plant food is
iImediate]yvailable for the plant. The grower will have to experiment
with his own orchard to determine the best foods to apply. The best
foods can be applied in several forms, as commercial fertilizers, stable
compoats, or cover crops.

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS.Of the 473 fruit growers in Jackson Coun-
ty only about five per cent of them use commercial fertilizers. These
men feel well repaid for their expense and trouble in purchasing and
using these fertilizers by realizing an increase in the yield of their crops.
In selecting fertilizers for the orchard, one should know approximately
how long it takes before the elements will be unlocked and ready for
use. Some commercial fertilizers placed in the soil do not become avail-
able for a long period of time. -

If nitrogen is needed in the soil, nitrates, such as Nitrate of Soda,
are used considerably. These are in demand on account of the trees being
able to utilize the plant food at once. Organic nitrogen, whenever it can
be obtained cheaply, gives satisfactory results but it takes some years
before all the available nitrogen is set free. The source of this organic
nitrogen can be obtained from ground fish, dried blood, hair, wool waste,
hoof meal, etc. -

When phosphoric acid is needed in the soil it can best be obtained from
acid phosphate, in which form it can be used more quickly by the trees.
It can also be obtained from bone, tankage, and fish. -

The third principal element needed by soils and sold upon the market
as a commercial fertilizer, is potash. Potassium appears in the forms
Kainit, Muriate of Potash, Sulphate of Potash, etc. Potash in the form
of the last two is ready for use soon after applying in the orchards. At
present nearly all the soils in Jackson County seem to be rich in potash.

Commercial fertilizers are more expensive than other forms but they
are reliable in that they give quick results. The more concentrated salts
are the higher priced but are really the cheapest because they contain
such a large percentage of food. These salts are valuable to apply in
small quantities to demonstrate whether or not the orchard needs fertil-
izing. The orchardist should experiment on a small scale before pur-
chasing large amounts and using them at random. When trees show
the immediate need of the food, these concentrated salts are very valuable
because they give such quick results.

BARNYARD MANURE.AbOUt 70 per cent of the- growers use this form
of fertilizer but in very limited amounts.. Probably some of these would
not use the manure but are required to on account of hav-ing a garden in
connection with their orchard. Twenty-five per cent of the growers use
what rxanure they have for other purposes, and not to fertilize their
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orchards. Many of the orchardists are very careless in the handling of

what manure they have. It is left exposed to the actions of the wind,
and rain, and now it. is a well-known fact that barnyard manure, if
neglected, loses the greater part of its fertilizing value, and is not much
good except to improve the mechanical condition of the soil.

The manure should either be kept under cover until - needed or else
applied as soon as it accumulates. The growers are wasting many
dollars of valuable plant food every year.

COVER Cops.One of the cheapest and most satisfactory ways of

enriching the orchard soil is by the use of cover crops. Only about 5
per cent of the growers have as yet resorted to this method of supplying
plant food to the soil, but they are beginning mo-re and more to realize
the value of doing so. A great many of the fruit growers, while not
growing -a cover crop, let the, weeds spring up, and these aid materially
in protecting the soil during the winter and, if turned under in the
spring, furnish humus to the soil.

To get. the best results from the cover crop it should be sowed in the
fall just before the rains set in, in order that it may germinate early and
grow at a season when the fruit tree i not drawing any of the plant
foods from the soil. Orchards situated on the elevated parts of the county
should grow some kind of a cover crop so as to prevent the washing of
the soil if very heavy rains continue throughout the winter. On soils
that are very shallow cover crops are essential, for they protect the soil
more or less from frost, thus serving as a protection to the rootlets close
to the surface. Cover crops can be grown very successfully on most of
the soils in the Rogue River Valley and are particularly needed on the
sticky soils. The benefits derived are many. Among them are,first,
they supply humus to the soil, loosening up the soil particles, thus aiding
greatly in keeping the soil in a floculent condition, enabling it to hold
more moisture, reducing the amount of irrigation and aiding in the
formation of a soil mulch; second, in the spring the surplus moisture is
absorbed by. the plants, thus causing the soil to be worked much earlier
in the season; third, plant foods are added to the soil, which are very
essential to- plant growth. The crops also help the mechanical condition
of the oll.

Plants which are grown as cover crops are usually placed in three
classes. Those known as legumes, or nitrogen gathering plants, those
known as potash plants, and the ordinary plants grown for humus alone
such as oats, wheat, rye, weeds, etc.

- The leguminous plants, or some of them at least, can be grown suc-
cessfully in the Rogue River Valley, the principal ones being alfalfa,
vetch, clover, Canada peas, etc. These nitrogen gatherers obtained their
name from the fact that they are able, with the assistance of special
forms of bacteria in the soil, to extract free nitrogen from the air and
store it up in small nodules found on the roots.

The potash plants are those which contain a large amount of potash,
the principal ones being turnips, .rape, etc., the plant food becoming avail-
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able on the decomposition of the roots. Soils rich in nitrogen and phos-
phoric acid often require plants containing potash. For Rogue River
Valley the vetch and Canada pea will be succe3sfully grown for nitrogen
producers; Cowhorn turnips and rape for potash, and rye for humus
alone. Care should be taken not to use the nitrogenous crops too often;
probably a rotation, such as vetch one year, Cowhorn turnips or rape
the second, and rye, wheat, or oats the third, is to be advised. It is es-
sential to get these crops started early in the fall, and in some cases
they should be sown in the last of August and sprouted by means of
irrigation. Possibly on the sticky soils crimson clover or alfalfa might
be grown and allowed to remain for two years and then be plowed in
and the orchard cultivated for a few seasons. Where irrigation is possi-
ble, this may be found to be an aid in the handling of these soils.

RELATION OF FEETILIZATION TO YIELD.SO limited a supply of manure
and commercial fertilizers has been used that it is almost impossible to
draw conclusions from the data obtained. Decided increases have been
realized where green manures, such as vetch, etc., were used, above the
returns realized from orchards not fertilized. One orchardist has been
very successful in using vetch as a fertilizer. Every two or three years
a cover crop is sown in his orchard and now 1t yields him from 700 to
1,000 boxes per acre.

IRRIGATION.

Irrigation is an old, tried, and very essential practice in many local-
ities. In Jackson County, however, its use is comparatively new and still
in the experimental stage. It is believed by many of the growers that
better fruit can be produced with the aid of irrigation. Irrigation in
orchards was first tried three or four yeas ago. The water was pumped
by an electric motor from wells dug for that purpose. The results were
pleasing to the gowers and soon great interest was aroused in irrigation.

Two years ago the Fish Lake Ditch reached that state of completion
where a large number of the growers could secure a sufficient amount of
water. This is, at the present time, the greatest source of water supply
in the county. However, some irrigate by ditching from Rogue River,
others by pumping from Bear Creek, or from wells, and one man has an
artesian well. The creek or ditch water is considered by many to be
more satisfactory, however, because it is warmer and contains more silt
and organic matter than the well water. At present only 10 per cent of
the growers are irrigating, but a much larger number can conveniently
do so and are planning to irrigate this season.

There are several different methods employed in applying the water,
as flooding, and running the water in furrows and rills. There are
points both against and in favor of each of these. In the flooding system
in most cases checks are thrown up with the plow, forming squares. This
is done by plowing a furrow each direction along and as near the tree
rows as possible. The water is run down a furrow to the last square.
When this is filled, a little dirt is then thrcwn mto the farrow at the
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entrance to the square, the water thus being diverted to the second
square, and so on back up the row. If the supply of water is large
enough three or four series of squares may be watered at the same time.
This system, however, is a little slow for the large orchards, the furrow
system being preferred. A small furrow is plowed along each side of
the rows from two to six feet from the trees. A small stream of water
is run down each of these furrows, a stream so small that with only a
medium water supply a dozen or more furrows may be led at the same
time. If the stream is larger and runs more rapidly the soil is apt to
puddle and run together, preventing the water from percolating well.
In using this system, a number of growers use cross-furrows so that. the
water will reach completely around the tree. Of the men who irrigate,
almost 90 per cent follow the furrow system.

After close observation of the effects on the soil and tree, the pre-
vailing opinion is that the furrow system is best on most of the soils.
If the soil is of such a nature that the water will percolate freely, the
furrow system has certain advantages. The water will sink and at-the
same time spread to each side, thus all the lower roots being watered.
This will tend to develop the rootlets deeper in the soil, where they will
be free from the injury of the plow. Then so much cultivation is- not
needed, the ground not being puddled, less water is needed, and such
work as spraying is not prevented by having muddy ground. Some soils,
however, will not allow the water to penetrate rapidly. In these cases
the growers believe the flooding system must he used.

The question of how much water to use and how many applications
should be made is purely a matter of opinion. After another year we
hope to be able to publish the results of actual experimentthe best
number of times to irrigate, the best dates, and the best amouCt of
water to use. We are of the opinion, however, that many of the growers
use a great deal more water than is necessary and also make more
applications than is advisable. However, if no more than the right
amount of water is used, it is very essential that thorough cultivation
be practiced.

The growers must realize that irrigation is a very deep and vital
question. It is not sufficient to merely obtain fruit of a certain size, but
such questions as the relation of irrigation to color, flavor and shipping
qualities of the fruit, the action of the water on the leaf, twig and bud,
and the action of the water on the various types of soil in Jackson County
should be considered.

Experiments were begun the past season for the purpose of deter-
mining some of these phases, but the very unusual rains in August
hindered very materially and the results were not complete. Rogue River
Valley has earned a very enviable reputation with her fruits,their
high quality, coupled with the best of shipping characteristics. Such a
reputation should be jealously guarded. The pears especially are noted
for their firmness, and it has been pretty well demonstrated that under
iormal conditioll8 the pears require no irrigationin fact, it would be
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very foolish and almost criminal to irrigate them, as the water would
tend to make a soft, spongy growth of wood, and experience has showi
in other localities that where pear blight attacks such a tree it works
rapidly and severely.

DRAINAGE.

The soils producing the largest yields in the Rogue River Valley are
those having good drainage. This is very essential for successful fruit
growing. The question of drainage is a serious one, confronting a large
percentage of the growers at the present time. Approximately 30 per
cent of the orchards in the valley are situated on bottom land and of
these 15 per cent need drainage very badly. Observations made the past
summer indicate that in quite a number of orchards, planted a year or
two ago, the trees are dying considerably, the cause being principally
poor drainage. Not only were the low places in need of tile, but also on
the slightly elevated regions conspicuous places were noticeable that
were very much in need of drainage. In such places the trees, if not
dead, were very much smaller in size and the leaves took on an entirely
different color than those surrounding them.

The question usually asked was, What could I gain by drainage? The
reasons why soil should be drained are very important and every fruit
grower should be familiar with them to make a success as an orchardist.
Drainage removes the surplus water from the soil, that if allowed to
remain would be very injurious to the plant because it excludes the air
which contains oxygen, an element that helps to make plant food avail-
able. Drainage also removes the injurious salts which, if allowed to
accumulate, often make land unproductive.

The heavy clay and sticky soils of the valley can he brought to a
higher state of fertility if drained. These soils, where they have an
excess of water, are cold, and cannot be worked until late in the spring.
Drainage would remedy this, in that the soil would become much warmer
and the season both for plant growth and for work would be lengthened.
From observations it appears that these soils, when too wet, become sticky,
and run together, later on becoming dry bakes. These defects can be
very easily remedied by good artificial drainage, which deepens the soil,
makes the operations of ti]]age easier, and improves the soil, so that
crops become less liable to drought.

Several methods of draining an orchard are in vogue at present, al-
though underdraining with tile has proved to be the most satisfactory.
Open ditches are quite common, but they appear to be inferior to the
tile. Good results have been obtained in other places by using wood,
stone, brush, cement, and brick for draining the field, but the tile is
superior to the other forms.

Only a small percentage of the growers have resorted to the use of
tile as a means of draining their orchards. The experiment has proven
stccessful far beyond their expectations ,and the growers have witnessed
a steady increase in the yields per acre. The chstnce apart the tile
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should be placed rests wholly upon the nature of the soil. Heavy soils
require the tiles to be placed much closer than the lighter aluvial soils
of the valley. The deeper the tile, the more perfect the drainage, and in
all cases the under drains should be entirely out of the way of the
operations of cultivation. As irrigation increases, there will be more
necessity for a very careful study of the drainage conditions, as irriga-
tion generally brings with it new problems of drainage. In conclusion
we wish to emphasize the statement that good drainage is absolutely
necessary if the best results are to be obtained.

Probably 15 per cent of the growers have open surface drains, but
they are inferior to the tile drains and should not be encouraged. The
larger percentage of the orchards do not require drainage for they are
drained naturally.

PLANTING YOUNG TREES.

Among the more important things to be considered in setting a young
orchard are, the quality of the stock to be used, the distance apart and

Plate 2--A well-formed Cornice pear tree.
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system
 of setting to be em

ployed, the condition of the soil, and care
exercised in setting the trees in the ground.

T
he greatest precautions should be taken to get young trees that are

vigorous and healthy, not having been neglected or carelessly handled in
transit, so as to affect their vitality in any m

anner.
Insist on receiving one-year-old trees.

T
hose that have m

ade a
m

edium
 grow

th, that are strong and healthy and true to type, are to be
preferred.

T
hese adapt them

selves to conditions readily and are prefer-
able to either the sm

all trees that are apt to be stunted, or to the over-
grow

n trees.
W

ith one-year-old trees the head can be started low
, thus

saving m
uch expense in years to com

e.
T

his cannot be done w
ith older

trees, as a rule, unless a new
 head is started.

III
-

-

T
he question of distance apart is of great im

portance. M
any of our

orchards are being too closely planted for perm
anent grow

th.
W

ith our
rich soils w

e have been able to plant trees closely and the returns from
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TABLE 9.-Number o Trees Set at the Difierent Distances by the Rectangular System.

Totals of trees . 916S1637 1619 41027 4231 455 114 25575 2722 1652 145 60968 130 562
Number of acres 147.5 10.1 17.21 264.9 3.1 5.0 1.3 190.922 516.6 1.8 564.5 1,5 5.0

KIND OF FRUIT

Apples 10201 2S08l325l112OI' 6369 780
Pears - 300 47044 1381'...... 11392 24011260
Peaches 1841 190 352
Prunes 1050
Cherries 200 -

Plums, apricots and mixed orchard. 60' 912 4231
255H i

Totals of trees 1080
Number of acres 18.0

o ci
OS ci

1> 14 ii
ci S Si

4'1 ci ci
Ii 14 14
ci lo r-

1212 824623151:11201 18259 240,2130 6878
21.311178.0 54.3 32 285.31 4,335.5 125.0

ci :

>4 '14 14

'
g

15(1>486 440 10979 12420
24782 2667 790

2174 , 1300
975!

552
5316

1701129611592' 182092924 2601 800 3457 56827
2 5240116.2, 204037.0 3.91 9 3. 42.2! .7

:
, H'' Totals

0002 17611 322 8037 1901 608048
150 138948

5551 2156 595 400 70098
15619

351 : 6573
81,_..__ 542108!

I

14629 14510
348301 362.7

65571 30561 322
184.71 119.9,14.0

KINDS OF FRUIT 14 14 14 14 14 >4 1< >4 14
- ci

11

Apples 935 211 875 33101 42:4 411 1U 4185 2420
Pears - .___ 300 ------------J 1070 302
Peaches 966 776 30739 -------------11172
Pruues 1317
Cherries.

!

420 --------935 - 1633
Plums apricots and mixed orchard--------433 8046

I4I '

14 14 >4 >4 >4 >4 >4 I >4 >4 14 cl 14 >4

6251 145 21488 1701 2161305! 2924'i 32161 222.02
Z1. 4:109 130 290, 6-18 197i 12S23:.. 260 800 21156

7222 ----!-----------------912.--------Ii l85 762
55081 -------------------2670! 4099
2732 ---------------------40 __:

17709I... 72....... 432.._ 1744 -------------561 555810081

8803 590 593196
328.3 26.8 93800

ci ci
O >1

43101768
1553

4751 52

1897 If 440
3952 .3 11.0

1820
35.0
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the orchard are much greater for the first few bearing years than they
would otherwise be. High priced land justifies close planting, but do3s not
justify allowing the trees to remain until the vigor of the orchard is
impaired. For permanent planting, apples should be so set that they
will finally have from 30 to 40 feet, pears 25 to 30 feet, prunes and
peaches 20 to 25 feet between the trees, the distances varying somewhat
with varieties and climatic surroundings. The common system used in
Rogue River is the rectangular, however, a few use the quincunx, while
the hexagonal system of planting is practically never used. Tables 9 and
10 show a detailed report of the number of trees set by the rectangular
and quincunx systems. For a further discussion on distances of planting
and systems preferred, we refer the readers to bulletin 99 of this Station,
where we treat the subject more in detail.

TABLE 10.Number of Trees Set by the Qiiincunx System.

--
TotSiS

3GX36140X40l8X48

VARIETIES.
In many of the older orchards set out in Jackson County, several

varieties of pears, apples, plums, peaches, prunes, etc., were planted.
Later, when commercial fruit growing came into vogue, the idea of mixed
orchards was largely given up and only a few of the leading varieties
were planted in each orchard.

THE VARIETIES GROWN.In the older bearing orchards are found
principally Baldwin, Newtown, Spitzenberg, Ben Dayis, Winesap, etc.
Some of the minor varieties found extensively are Red Cheeked Pippin,
Gravenstein, Northern Spy, King, Twenty-Ounce Pippin, Delaware Red,
Arkansas Black, and Canada Red.

In the young orchards, that have been set out in the past few years,
the more popular commercial varieties are Spitzenberg, Newtowri, and
Jonathan. During the past year there have been 22,879 Newtown, 18,391
Spitzenberg, and 6,179 Jonathan, trees planted. The apples from these
varieties are in great demand by Eastern and European buyers. By
consulting Table 11 the number of trees and age of the different vari-
eties planted the past forty years can be had.

The principal Rogue River pears that have won world renown fame
during the past few years are Bartlett, Cornice, Bosc, Howell, D'Anjou,
and Winter Nelis. Other varieties are grown, such as Clairgeau, Easter
Beurre, and Lincoln, but these are grown largely to supply the local
market. For the number and age of each variety see Table 12. As the

KINOS OF FRUIT soxsoisoxa of trees

Apples 1828 487 800 1148 4620 8882
Pears.

I 2640 2640
Mixed orchard 08 98

Totals of trees 1328 585 800 1145 7260 11120
Nunber of acres 16.0 9.. 13.6 23 9 220.0 280.4



TABLE 1 1.Age, Number and Leading Varieties of Apples in Jackson County.

The mixed varieties, such as Ben Davis, Baldwin, Gravenstein, etc., comprise 398 53 acres.

vARIETIES. 1 yr 2yr Syr 4 yr_ 5 yr 6 yr 7yr'8yrl9yr 12 yr I3yr 15 yr . .
10tø Totals arOes

Yellow Newtown -. 22879 19396 18282 27600 24770 14581 68943871 15O1684 52 2641 3128 588 5789 2107 4890 279S 5005 165102 3112.46
Spitzenberg 18391 16037 16093 15631 11103 5663 2078 1122 50l1$5l 200 3759 481 1135 6901 1874 1405 1187 861 305825 2000.97
Jonathan
Ben Davis

61 91
39

4149
80

3837
17

1-12
12.3

21,2
20

389 38
445

50 295
50 878 116

808
4116 425, 900

70
4988 1335 720

,0
1752

o68
2166

22(o,
18375

461 01

Winesap 100 28' 150 30 280 315 . 325i____ 139 577 390 162 131 2879
Ba1dwiii. 29 40 59 301 10 43 146 . 259H

10941 746 128 175 650 354 4066
Red-cheeked Plppin 13 . 12 21 137 342 414 221 62' 816 308 2124
Gravenstei,i
Northern Spy

16,
23

65 20 25
13 145

379 6
(34 ...

253
78

20i 25 404
247 13

467
150

25
300

105 1573
1070 -

King of Tompkins Co. 4 4.3 10 164 224 428 24 407 30 1336
Twenty-ounce Pippin

I I I

153 33 450 621
Mixed varieties 106 133 254 169 176 45 20I__. 203 3 1281 90i 25 1369 21 24, 137 743i 4783

Totals fOr each year 476061 40000 88562 45693 38401 22866 94126092 300 6084 398 14530 21442815 22086394091467983 10045 830113
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table shows, the planting of pears has been very heavy during the past
few years, due to increased demand and better prices.

TABLE 12.Age, Number and Variety of Pear Trees in Jackson County.

I-lowell, Clairgeau, and mixed varieties comprise 163.99 acres

The peach orchards in bearing at the present time are composed
principally of Crawfords, Muir, Soiway, Elberta, Cling, Hale's Early
Smock, Triumph, Globe, Wheatland, Foster, Charlotte, Imperial, Won-
derful, etc. No heavy plantings have been made during the past few
years around the vicinity of Ashland, but in other sections of the county
Crawfords, Muir, and Elberta have been planted considerably. Table 13
shows number of trees planted and the age of each.

The prune industry is at its lowest ebb at present. Few trees have
been planted during the past ten years. The old orchards are composed
chiefly of Petite, Italian, Robe de Sargent, and Silver. Table 14 gives
approximately the number of trees planted.

The principal varieties of cherries found in the valley are Royal Anne,
Bing, Lambert, Black Republican, and Black Tartarian. Other varieties
are grown, but not extensively. The cherry industry is as yet in its
infancy but from all indications the climatic conditions are ideal for the
growing of them. See Table 15 as to age and number.

Apricots are grown, but not extensively. The more important vari-
eties are Blenheim, Moorpack, Royal, and Tilton. These trees do ex-
ceedingly well whefl protected from the frosts. Table 16 gives the num-
ber and age of each variety grown.

A few plums are grown for family use; those worthy of mention
being Bradshaw, Peach, Gage, and Satsuma. (See Table 14.)

Varieties lyr Syrs 3 yrs 4 yrs 5 yrs 6 yrs 7 yrs 8 yrs

Cornice 11587 4661 33731 12145 42121 800 2364 768
Bartlett 11590 6570 2532 1095 2465 2425 1740 460
Ileurre Bosc 7573 5725 53591 5781 336 200 1591 '25

Winter Nelis 2464 560 2724 '2850 418 256

Beurre d'Anjou 4733 1311 2345 472 864 600 198

Howell '2299 1787 11421 - 1575 1120, 137

Clairgeau

Totals by age 435461 20572 174751 19352 0432 4477 6818 1348

Varieties 9 yrs 10 yrs 12 yrs 13 yrs 15 yrs 16 to 30 'rota Is No.
acres

Cornice 14 540 1405 13 25 42020 571.45
Bartlett 480 1200 954 531 972 3322 39410 648.10
Beurre hose 55 925 8110 25410 435. 75
Winter Nelis 323 050 1052 15 1760 864 14287 221.70
Beurre d'Atijou - 384 106 647 261) 11915 153 .3.3
Howell 192 258 ----------------607 77 0474
Clairgeau 820 375 128 821

Totals by age 183 31231 44121 548 5201 4676 14316)1



TABLE 13.Nuinber, Age, and Varieties of Peach Trees in Jackson County.

Varieties 1 yr 2 yrs 3 yrs 4 yrs 5 yrs6 yr 7 yrs 8yrs

Early Crawford 92O 1349i 289 925 154
Muir 1127 829 284 165 7-13
Saiway 330 856 10! .143
Late Crawford I 427 1775 235 240 155
Elberta 3010 897 209' 20 100
Alexander - 100 64' 13
Cling - I

30
Hales Early 272 511
Smock - 4 25. 35 113
Triumph 128 175 54 10 100
Mixed varieties 320 484 70 380

Totals. 4650 6065 1241 1775' 1636

1435' 136
1306 306

136
1231 136

912

3902' 1626

622
373
202
420

302
212
222
102

il8to --0 yrs 10 yrs 11 yrs'12 yrs13 yrs14 yrs13 yrspl6 yrs'17 yrs 20 yrs Totals

211 1140 9
1296 1237 :3

604 10
272 -

10,

85

284 67

24851 13l7 3948 80

680 2616 8067
179 028 6064
80 730 3175
20 375 2001
10

730 1.321
379 725

058

32, 386

9691 5390 25507

1900
90
lii'
25

193 40

3078 3002
1138 155
1296 60

107 26
54i
25 12

516

213

240

337
223

50

29752
17808

8743
8228
4234
3669
2398
27118
1323

705
2813

2557 6527 4105 82433

The mixed varieties given are Globe, Wheatland, Foster, Charlotte, imperial, and Wonderful. They range, in number, from
428 to 170 in the order named.

More than two-thirds of the peaches in Jackson County are in the vicinity of Ashland.

2480
173.3
760
720
013

1102
273
424
106

15
527

9064



Varieties

"Soft Shell'
Hard Shell
1. X. I
Languedoc -

Brakes Seedling --

Varieties
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TABLE 14.Age and Varieties of Prunes and Phims of JacksonCounty.

0 'o
1- ' a , r- t, , t >' Total
i_i _i_ -I-

Petite I 3 23 70 251 O752751292316S61217 68712930 33l880 6 15211
Italian 5 20 50 10 86 140 375 53, 270 33 50L, 1094
flradshaw 2 10 15 ---------------------I------------------12 39

Robed' Sargant ------------------------------------170 -----------170
Silver Prune 19-___ -------------112 ------------------42 160
Blue Damson -----------------------5i ----------------------------I

Peach Plum 501 ------------- 5i 5 l2C 191

'rotaL.. 60 53 150 33 9573408 351193i 1661 16879

TABLE 15.Number, Age and Varieties of Cherries in Jackson County.

Varieties 1 yr 5 yrs 6 yrs I 8 yrs 12 yrs1l5 yrsl7 yrsiS yrs2O yrs Totals

Royal Anne-----361 1741 068' 270 830 530 13 35 35 3 15 15 3171

Biog.
I

419- 329 450i 20O 70 565 3
i i

5 2040
Lanibert 221 367 27 456 70 540 I

1812

Lake I

5401 I 5-10

Slack Republic'n1 130 30 81 15 6 35 304
Black Tartarian. 127 100 15 54 4 I

6 30(1

Mixed varieties 32I 32
I 2I I I

15 140

Totals. 113911038116251 3481 975 'P95 I 41 10-1 1 I 15 35 0313

TABLE 16.- -Number, Age and Varieties of Apricots in Jackson County.

10 yrs 12 yrs 11 yrs 17 yrs 'rotals

108 373 04 10 555
262 10 272
100 ItO
300 100
100 100

Totals - . - 108 833 64 I 90 1127

Mixed orchards having a total of 19,875 trees were found in Jackson
County. Table 18 gives approximately the relative number and age of

Varieties 1 yr 2 'rs 3 yrs 4 yrs 10 yrs 14 yrs Totals

Blenheim 38 150 332 950 70 80 1321

Moorpark 150 112 480 9-12

I-loyal 100 55 155

'riitou 74 o
I

91

Totals 112 390 764 1110 I 125 80 2511

Almonds were also found growing quite successf oily in the valley; t'se
principal varieties being I. X. L., Languedoc, hard and soft shell. For
number and age see Table 17.

TABLE 17.Almonds of Jackson County.
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these varieties grown. The mixed orchards were planted for family use,
and usually comprise one acre tracts, in which were found growing one
or two trees of apples, pears, peaches, etc.

TABLE 18.Number of Trees Set in Orchards, Badly Mixed as to Kind and
Variety of Fruit.

Mixed orchards 1 yr 2 yis 3 yrs 4 yrs 5 yrs 6 yrs 7 yrs 8 yrs 0 yrs IC yrsIll yrs

Total No. by years 596 295 241 533 597 883 1S9 635 651 872 170

Mixed orchards 2Oto 4Oto12 yrs 13 yrsIl4 yrs]15 yrsIIG yrs 17 yrsl8 yrs]20 yrs140 yrs15O yr Total

Total No. by years 2750 732 .138 3260 592 43t 725 3099 1035 1425 19875

VARYING TYPES ON DIFFERENT TREES AND ON THE SAME TREE.In
growing apples it is very difficult to find trees but what have variations
in types of apples. In fact, on the same tree no two apples are identically
the same, some being larger, some more elongate, or some more highly
colored. This phenomenon is probably due to several causes.

It may be due to bud variation, or pollination may have been instru-
mental in producing the change. The scion or original stock may exer-
cise some influence upon the shape of the apple; the soil and amount of
irrigation may also play their part. Thus many factors are brought to
bear upon orchards, which cause varying types of apples on dilFerent
trees and on the same tree.

In many orchards in the county trees f bearing age were foqnd to
be entirely without fruit or with very small crops. Other trees in the
vicinity were heavily ladened with fruit. This defect was probably due
to the fact that the scions were taken from unproductive trees. There-
fore, care must be exercised in setting out young orchards to choose
scions from trees known to be productive and vigorous.

AGE OF ORCHARDS.

Very few old orchards are in existence at the present time, only a
very small percentage being from thirty to fifty years old. Accurate
dates could not be secured on the old plantings because many of the
men instrumental in setting them out are gone. The larger share of
these orchards were planted for family use.

By studying Table 11, we find that a large planting of apple trees
occurred twelve years ago, while eleven and thirteen years ago few were
planted. This is probably accdunted for by the fact that men in speaking
of the relative ages of their orchards use3 even instead of odd years. No
heavy plantings were made sixteen to fifty years ago, but from 1902
until the present time we find an increase in the plantings each year.

Table 12 shows that a large planting of pears occured ten and fifteei
years ago, while only a few were planted twenty to thirty years ago. It
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I'Iate 4Harvesting a crop of Yellow Newtowns in young orchard. Rogue River Newtoviis are world fatuous.
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has been only within the past five years that the growers realized the
possibilities of the pear industry and made plantings accordingly. Dur-
ing the past fifty years there have been set out in Jackson County,
593,496 fruit trees, making a total of 9,675.4 acres. Table 19 shows
approximately the number of trees and acreage of the different kinds of
fruit growing in the valley.

TABLE 1Q.Number of Trees and Acreage of Different Kinds of Fruits in
Jackson County.

Years

Age of trees

1907 Average

No. boxesNo. growers No. acres per acre

QUALITY OF FRUIT FROM YOUNG VERSUS OLD TREES.The fruit picked
from the young orchards just coming into bearing is much larger and
more angular in the majority of cases than the fruit picked from the
older trees. The apple from the young tree is not nearly as firm, and
will not keep as long as the one grown on the old tree. Each succeeding
year after the tree comes into bearing the apples become firmer and less
watery, also the shape is changed materially.

0-8 - 9 61 ' 131
9-12 10 186 243

13-16_. 23 148 273
17-19 12 219 292
225 12 82 I 267

Kinds of Fruit No. trees No. acres

Apples 330113 5072.97
Pears 14Aii0 2189.43
Peaches -. 32133 072,55
Prunes 15019 181.60
Apricots. plums cherries mixed 21965 658.89

= -
192

COMPARATIVE YIELDS AT DIFFERENT Acs.The maximum yield of
apples in the orchards, regardless of care, comes approximately between
the ages of fifteen and thirty. From thirty years on, a decided decrease
is noticeable. This is due to the fact that the orchards have been badly
neglected. Statistics show that an orchard from twenty to forty years
of age, well cultivated and cared for, yields a much larger crop than a
younger orchard. Old trees of good standard varieties and solid bodies
should not be abandoned, for with a little care good results can be ob-
tained. Table 20 shows an average of the yield of apples at different
ages. These results were obtained from a number of growers in the
valley, but unfortunately complete records could not be obtained.

TABLE 20Yields of Apples at Different Ages.
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PRUNING.

There is no subject connected with orcharding that is harder to
master than pruning and it is likewise a very difficult subject upon
which to write clearly. Local conditions influence pruning materially
and every tree is a new problem offering new phases that are very inter-
esting. It is a subject upon which we find many theories and many
ideals. Too often our discussion centers on the merits of certain types
of trees and not on the general principles or the best methods of at-
taining our ideals. The commercial orchards of Jackson County are for
the most part very well pruned and it is doubtful if any other section
in America excels them in the thoroughness and skill with which they
are pruned. Much time and attention has been given to a careful study
of this subject. In some cases the younger orchards are not receiving
the proper pruning, neither are the very old orchards. The peach or-
chards likewise are poorly pruned for the greater part. Jackson County
was fortunate in having in its early history such a thorough orchardist
as Mr. J. H. Stewart, and while his theories of pruning may not coincide
with those of many orchardists, nevertheless he for the greater part
built strong symmetrical trees and aroused an interest in pruning and
intensive orcharding.

Of the orchards in Jackson County about 6 per cent have evidently
had little or no pruning and consist chiefly of old orchards and small
home orchards and do not to any extent represent the commercial or-
chards of the valley. As a rule, whenever these older orchards were
pruned, the work was overdone. Generally dehorning and severe cutting
took place, the owner desiring to put the tree in ideal condition at once,
but this always has a reaction in the form of watersprout growth.
Branches that are dead or diseased, and those that cross, should first be
taken out and several seasons should be allowed in which to bring the
tree into good condition.

Plate iThe famous A. D. Helm orchard.
Newtown Pippins that have won

world renown fame.
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In heavily bearing apple and pear orchards the really skillful pruner
is the man who is obliged to do very little annual pruning. His trees
arc in such shape that he simply has to thin out some of the wood where
the branches are becoming too brushy, or, in a few cases, moderate
heading-in is resorted to. Should he start to prune heavily he will always
be obliged to keep it up. In the case of pears it might become serious
should blight ever attack his trees, as heavy pruning makes a soft pithy
growth which succumbs very rapidly to this disease. With peaches, on
the other hand, considerable annual pruning seems necessary in order to
keep the trees in proper condition. Whenever it is necessary to take off
large limbs from trees a clean cut should be made as near the main
branch or body of the tree as is possible and all larger wounds should be
painted over to prevent decay. In heading back cut to a fork and never
leave stubs.

The pruning of young orchards offers different problems than those
already discussed. Where young trees are unpruned they come into
bearing earlier but they are apt to become weakened in vitality and thus
are short lived. Besides, they have a tendency to break easily. The
first thing to decide with a yearling tree is whether you are to have a
low, medium, or high headed tree. Peaches and pears are generally
headed lower than apples. Of the growers of Jackson County 34 per cent
head their trees low, 47 per cent head medium, and 19 per cent head high.
The terms low and high headed are quite elastic but among the growers
low headed trees are those from one to two feet; medium, from two to
three feet; and high headed, above three feet. The advantages claimed
for the first two are that it makes such work as thinning, pruning,
spraying, and picking easier and cheaper and also prevents trees from
sun scalding. Those using high headed trees do so because they claim
that such trees are easier to cultivate. However, we quite often find that
the high headed trees are more difficult to cultivate as the branches tend

Plate 6i. G.Gore's Bartlett pear orchard.
Pears that bring fancy prices in

eastern markets.
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to assume a horizontal or descending position while the branches of the
low headed trees tend to take a more vertical direction.

The best pruners cut back their trees severely at the end of the second
year, not allowing fruit spurs to form until the third year. This severe
heading back thickens the branches. If an open tree is used, from three
to five branches nre allowed to remain and all are shortened. In the
third year the growth of that season is also headed back quite severely,
a limited amount of leading branches being allowed to grow in the open
tree and all but the leader severely cut back in the center tree. The
lateral growth, instead of being removed, is headed in closely to form
fruit spurs. It is undesirable to develop spurs on the main branches of
peir trees, as blight may enter at these points and easily destroy the
tree. After the third year the pruning consists largely of thinning out
whenever too many branches form, or moderate heading-in, if the growth
becomes too rank.

There is a good deal of controversy as to whether it is more desirable
to have the so-called open center tree or to retain the leader. The former
is much more popular in Jackson County, as 78 per cent of the growers
favor this system, while only 22 per cent favor the leader tree. Undoubt-
edly for peaches, cherries, and prunes the open system is the better, and
especially is this true with pears, as it is much easier to fight the blight
with the open tree and should one large branch become attacked it can be
easily removed and the larger part of the tree thus be saved. With
apples there is more chance for an argument. Some varieties of apples
adapt themselves better to one system than to the other. Under ordinary
conditions it takes more skill to build as strong a tree of the open center
type as is very easily accomplished with the leader type. The open tree
is perhaps easier to keep low headed. Splendid trees can be obtained with
either system. Cn some of the trees that were pruned by Mr. Stewart
the leader was allowed to grow for a few years only and then it was
checked. In this way a very strong tree was built.

The question of the proper season for pruning also offers a point for
argument. Eighty-three per cent of the growers follow winter pruning,
6 per cent summer pruning, while ii. per cent prune both in summer and
winter. While heavy winter pruning induces wood growth, likewise
heavy summer pruning brings about the same results, but light summer
pruning on well loaded trees seems to have a tendency to develop fruit
spurs. Undoubtedly the man who depends on doing all his pruning ir
winter could improve conditions by doing some- summer pruning, thus
thinning out or checking undesirable growth.

THINNING.
Practically every commercial orchardist of Jackson County practices

thinning of the fruit. Thinning has a close relation to pruning and some
times the growers prune the tree in such a way as to thin the fruit. Some
of the reasons why the growers thin their fruit are these: They obtain
a better, more uniform color, and the desired size; have more fruit that is
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free from blemishes, as imperfect fruit is always thinned out; are en-
abled to do better spraying. They find that thinning the fruit saves the
vitality of the tree and prevents a great deal of breaking of branches that
would otherwise occur, and has a tendency to make trees annual bearers.

The work is generally commenced as soon as some of the fruit is the
size of a hazel nut. As many of the orchards are large, the fruit on some
of the trees is a great deal larger than this before the tree is thinned.
The amount of thinning done will vary largely with the variety and size
of crop. With pears and peaches it is not uncommon to remove three-
fourths of the fruit with some varieties, while others need little thinning,
Some varieties of fruit, like Winesap apples, tend to set too abundantly
and need heavier thinning than most other varieties of apples. With the
Newtown the growers thin so as to have as many four-tier apples as
possible. With Bartlett pears they desire to have from 140 to 150 pears
to the box, while with Cornice 32 to 40 for half box are desirable. With
peaches they strive to have as many "Fancy" as possible and this means
that they do not want more than 64 peaches to the box. Thinning re-
solves itself largely to a matter of practice, varying to a certain extent
with variety and, season.

FUNGUS DISEASES.
In dealing with the subject of fungus diseases and insect pests we

have aimed chiefly to note the prevalence of these and to give the common
treatment given by the growers. In a publication of this nature we do
not attempt to discuss in detail such topics as life history and best
methods of control, but suggest that for these points the grower consult
the Department of Entomology of this Station, which, from time to time,
issues publications covering these subjects which are for free distribution.

In Jackson County, anthracnose, blight, shot-hole fungus, crown gl1,
scab, etc., were found, but as compared with other fruit growing sections
of t.he United States the percentage was very small.

One of the most injurious fungus diseases, causing damage to the fruit
trees of the valley, is anthracnoze. This disease was found quite notice-
ably in 61 orchards, and traces of it could be seen in many others. Usu-
ally the growers were entirely ignorant as to the nature of the disease.
Its work was very evident, in that many branches on a tree were dead,
and on the large limbs sunken and roughened places on the bark were
very conspicuous. Most of the growers who spray for this disease use
the fall spray of Bordeaux, and are getting good results. Unless a
larger percentage of the growers spray for this disease it will in a short
time do serious damage.

During the past year pear blight has made its appearance in Southern
Oregon, but the growers have taken steps to fight it and it bids fair to
be well controlled. While 21 orchards were affected with this disease only
one or two had it seriously.

Crown gall was found in nine orchards. This disease attacks nearly
all trees, but in the valley it was found working only on the prune. This
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fungou causes malformations on the routs of the trees which are very
easily distinguished Little is known of this fungous and no remedy is
known as yet in combating it.

Shot-hole fungus is commonly known as peach fruit spot. It is a
fungus disease of the peach causing considerable damage from year to
year. In the valley 45 orchards were pretty badly infested. Many
growers have iiiistaken this disease for San Jose scale but it can readily
be distinguished. The growers have had very good success in controlling
this pest, but present indications are that the Entomology Department of
this Station has largely solved the problem and in due time will acquaint
the public.

Apple scab is a disease that causeS considerable damage to fruit
growers. However, in the valley very few growers were bothered, only
11 orchards being infested badly. The climatic conditions influence this
disease greatly. It thrives best, however, in moist cool climates. The
common remedy used was the Bordeaux Mixture generally advised.

INSECTS.
As a general rule, wherever commercial orcharding is conducted insect

pests are found. To a large degree their control depends upon the vigi-
lance of the grower. In the Rogue River Valley San Jose scale, Codlin
moth, aphis, slugs, borers, and pear leaf blister mites were found in many
orchards. Although all these insects are found in the valley, wherever
strong efforts were made to control .them the results were very satis-
factory. The fight against insect pests begins from the time the trees are
first received from the nurseryman and only b eternal vigilance can
these insects be controlled. They have come to stay, and it is this very
fact that gives the -up-to-date, hustling grower the large returns he
receives.

In 31 orchards the borers were very troublesome and in nearly all of
these, some trees had died as a result, and a few orchards wereentirely
abandoned bythe growers on account of these pests. When these insects
became established in a young orchard, the most effective remedy prac-
ticed was to go over the orchard two or three times during the summer
and cut them out with a knife. Their work can be easily detected by
removing the dead bark from the trunks of the trees.

A prevention for these borers to a certain extent is obtained by
wrapping the trees soon after they are planted. The dirt should be
removed from the base of the trees and the cloth or paper wrapped around
properly, because the borers usually begin their work about the base of
the tree. Good results have also been obtained by painting the trunks of
the trees with various poisonous washes. Some growers, however, were
taking no action against this insect at all. In 78 orchards they were
doing considerable damage. While the damage caused by these pests is
riot very noticeable at first, if they are allowed to accumulate and no
action - is taken to combat them, the vitality of the tree is greatly im-
paired. Instances are known where no action was taken in trying to
control them and the trees were entirely killed.
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For the different species of aphis 41 growers used black leaf, 8 whale
oil soap, 3 sheep dip, 4 kerosene emulsion, and 2 quassia chips. All these
remedies gave good results when well applied. The number of applica-
tions varied largely according to the severity of the attack. Some of the
growers were very careless in their methods of eradicating these pests.
More injury was done to the trees in the young orchards by these insects
than by a]l other insects and fungus diseases combined. Where these
insects were left unmolested, the twigs became blackened and the vitality
was soon sapped out of the tree, but this neglect is unnecessary, for the
successful growers have obtained good results in controlling them by the
use of the mixtures already mentioned.

One of the greatest enemies confronting the grower is the Codlin
moth. This insect damages the fruit to a great extent and makes it unfit
for market. In 141 orchards the effects of this little insect was noticed,
but in the commercial orchards, where means of controlling them were
in vogue, practically clean fruit was the result. It was only in orchards
badly neglected, where spraying was very seldom resorted to, that the
Codlin moth was plentiful. Until means of prevention are introduced into
these orciards, the commercial growers will be largely handicapped in
combatting this insect. Arsenate of Lead is the Codlin moth spray,
although Paris Green, London Purple, etc., are in use by a few of the
growers. There are 18 growers who spray with Arsenate of Lead twice
during the year, 57 orchardists three times, 52 four times, and 14 five
times. Those that sprayed five times got practically clean fruit. Good
results were obtained by the growers spraying four times, practically 90
to 95 per cent clean fruit being obtained. The growers spraying two
times saved only about FO per cent of their fruit. It is very difficult to
make tables that actually show the number of applications and the date
for thm, so we have divided the growers into five groups.

Group 1Comprising 35 per cent of the growers; make first applica-
tion when the blossoms fall; second application 10 to 15 days later; third
application 20 to 25 days; fourth application 40 to 60 days.

Group 2Comprising 17 per cent; make first application when the
blossoms fall; each succeeding applications at intervals of 30 days.

Group 3Comprising 12 per cent; make first application when moths
appear; second application two weeks later.

Group 4Comprising 8 per cent of the growers; make first application
when moths appear; second application two weeks later; third applica-
tion eight weeks after blooming; fourth application four months from
blooming.

Group 5Comprising 28 per cent of the growers, spray indiscrim-
inately.

But in conclusion we find 80 per cent of the growers spray when the
petals fall, while 20 per cent wait until the moths appear. At least 85
per cent of the growers are making four applications, while 12 per cent
re spraying but twice.

WHEN ro SPRAY,Jt is well-known fact that no set rules can be
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made in using Arsenate of Lead, for the climatic conditions may vary
considerably in two localities not very far apart. However, in the Rogue
River Valley, the orchardists are safe in making the first application for
the first generation, of larva, when the blossoms fall. The second and
third applications varying from 10 to 15 days later. Whatever method is
pursued, the best results are obtained when the applications are applied
thoroughly. The spraying for Codlin moth is one upon which the grow-
ers of Rogue River are giving much thought and attention. There is a
strong feeling among some of the growers that too many applications are
being made and that the first application at the time the blossoms fall is
unnecessary; that better results will be obtained by waiting until the
time the moth appears and if good work is done only one or two sprays
will be necessary. Careful experiments upon a large scale will alone
demonstrate the correctness of some of the views. If the grower is ob-
taining good results under the present system he should be conservative
about changing, but if it is possible for him to reduce the expenses of
the operation by obtaining the same results with a less number of appli-
cations he should strive to find this out. Concerted action on the part of
the growers will demonstrate to a large degree to what extent change in
date and number of applications can be safely made.

It is well to remember that while it is the intention of the growers to
do in a few sprays such work as to control the moth, such efficient work
is not always done. The problem of the man having varieties of fruit
with open calyx and a spray outfit that develop a high pressure is dif-

Plate 7Spraying for codlin moth in the C. H. Lewis orchard. Use of
platform on spray wagon aids materially in doing effective spraying.



ferent from the problems of the man having varieties with closed cal.yx
and low pressure machines. -

The San Jose scale is heid largely in check by the majority of growers.
These insects were found in only 98 orchards and in a large percent of
these were well controlkd. The principal winter spray is Lime-Sulphur
and is used by 200 growers that spray once, and five that spray twice.
Lime-Sulphur and Bluestone was used by 37 growers once, and three
growers twice, during the past year. Nine orchards were sprayed once
with Lime-Sulphur and salt, only one grower using the mixture twice.

The Lime-Sulphur is the regular San Jose scale spray, and when it
was applied thoroughly practieally clean fruit was the result. A.. few
growers, however, were very careless in their methods of application and
the result was scaley fruit.

RELATION OF SPRAYING TO TREE, YIELD, AND Paicr.The introduction
of insect diseases caused the orchardist to resort to spraying. This
remedy has saved the fruit trees, for different sprays do more to clean up
old and neglected orchards than any other remedy known, and unless this
is done very little can be realized from an orchard. The yields would be
small and no market could be found for the produce.

In the orchards in the Rogue River Valley that were unsprayed or
badly neglected hardly .20 per cent of the apples were free from worms,
while in those well cared for, or sprayed three or four times, 75 to 90
per cent were free. The percentage of wormy apples decreased with the
greater number of sprayings. Some of the growers say it does not pay
to spray so thoroughly. Perhaps not, but the growers that did their work
thoroughly were the ones that realized $2 to $2.50 per box for their
apples during the past season. The orchardist that neglected his orchard
realized only frm 0 to 75 cents per box and in some cases his fruit was
unmarketable.

PAST AND PRESENT CONDITION OF ORCHARDS.
Since the development of the fruit industry of Jackson County the

orchards have received much better attention and care than the earlier
plantings. Now that the transportation facilities have been improved,
the fruit industry has become one of the leading industries in the county
and the yields and prices received for their fruit have been a stimulus
to the growers to give their orchards better care.

The mixed or family orchards in existence now in the county have not
received the care, cultivation, etc., that have the more recent comnercial
orchards, although quite a few of the old orchards have received excellent
attention since they were planted. The following table gives the condi-
tions of the orchards as found at the present time and also conditions as
they existed in the past.

From the table it can be seen that a wonderful reformation has taken
place, and instead of the slovenly methods in vogue a few years ago an
entirely new method of handling orchards has been introduced. This has
been due, to a large extent, to the untiring efforts of a few who saw the
wonderful future of the industry and acted accordingly.
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TABLE 21Condition of Orchards in Jackson County.

PEACH GROWING.

At the present time the peach industry of Jackson County is barely
holding its own. This is not because Jackson County is not suited to
peach growing but rather because of apathy upon the part of the growers.
True it is that peaches are being grown on soils and in exposures that are
unsuited to them but nevertheless the peach orchards as a whole are
not up to the standard they should be. In the first place there are many
orchards that are too old and past their productiveness. These should be
cut down and burned. Today these trees consist of long naked branches
with a few twigs on the end. Their bearing surface is limited and they
are past redemption. The owners hold to them hoping that a peach year
will bring him returns. A second class of trees are those which still have
plenty of vitality, but, because of lack of pruning, are past the pro-
ductive stage. These trees can be helped by cutting back severely and a
new top can, in the majority of cases, be developed. While this process
of cutting back to stubs will kill some trees, it will greatly benefit a
large percentage of them. A half to a third of the trees can be thus
treated each year until the orchard becomes revitalized.

When northern exposures are taken and the orchards well cared for,
Jackson County is as sure of a crop of peaches as almost any of the
peach sections of the country. Steps should be taken to fight frostoil
smudges would be the best. The peach soil is ideal from the physical
and chemical standpoints, with the exception that it needs more humus,
and the growers should take steps to provide this in ways mentioned in
this bulletin. Again, the subject of pruning needs more attention. The
young trees are allowed to grow too heavy tops. Open up the tops and
induce the trees to spread; cut out some of the weaker growths; head in
some of the leaders each season; and then develop and maintain bearing
wood on the main branches. The county has some very progressive fuit
growers. If their methods were more closely followed and combined
with more care in the selection of site and better methods in fighting
frosts, peach growing could be made a very profitable industry.

YIELDS.

When the growers have given their orchards the best of care yields
have been entirely satisfactory. In some orchards, however, yields were
far below the average. This was due to several reasons, the principal
one being lack of care and judgment on the part of the growers. The
following table shows approximately the average yield per acre, total
yield, etc., during the past year in the valley:

Good 175 Good 805
Fair 159 Fair 115
Poor 189 Poor 53
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TABLE 22Showing Total and Average Yield per Acre.

The total yield in l:oxes is estimated by taking the number of acres
having trees of bearing age and multiplying with the average yield per
acre. While 132 boxes is approximately the average yield per acre for
apples, some growers realize as high as 1,000 boxes per acre. A few of
the other growers realize from 400 to 600 boxes per acre.

Instances are known where pears yielded as high as 600 boxes per acre.
A great many of the growers were ignorant of the cost of produc-

ing a box of apples. It is just as essential to know the cost per box of
producing as it is to know the cost of producing a bushel of wheat, oats,
etc. A conservative estimate of the cost, including spray material, labor,
boxes, etc., is approximately 46 cents for apples. To become a successful
orchardist these things must be known.

PREPARING FRUIT FOR MARKET.
This matter has been discussed a great deal at society meetings and

conventions for some time. Still in the course of this survey a great
many questions were asked on this subject and a large number of grow-
ers were found to be making mistakes.

On the general principles of picking, practically all growers agree. A
great many, however, are careless in the handling, the fruit often being
needlessly bruised. It does not matter a great deal whether buckets,
baskets, or sacks are used to pick in, but the essential requirement is that
the fruit be picked and transferred to the box very carefully.

A few of the growers practice the method of using their packing boxes
for field work. The market demands good clean boxes and it is almost
impossible to take boxes into the orchard to be dumped around, filled and
hauled into the packing house without getting them more or less soiled.
Hence, by all means, orchard, or picking boxes should be used.

Of late the subject of wiping the fruit is attracting considerable inter-
est, and many questions were asked such as "Does wiping injure the
keeping quality of the fruit?" "Does it pay to wipe apples?" It always
pays to wipe fruit if the trade prefers, as they generally, in such cases,
realize more than enough to repay the additional cost.

If wiping is done in the proper manner it will not impair the keeping
quality of the fruit. Severe rubbing would probably be an injury but if
the unnatural spots and color resulting from the presence of sprays, etc.,
are removed, this is all that is necessary though if the fruit is to be sold
for immediate consumption a higher polish would probably be of ma-
terial aid since the market appreciates this extra effort. This wiping

No. trees Number Aver'ge yield Cost per box! Total yield
bearing acres per acre of producing in boxes

Apples 74,086 1,517 132 boxes 8 .46 108.024
pears. 20,638 297 336 boxes .30 00802
Peaches 59,140 365 277 boxes .27 101,105
Prunes 11,812 25u0 pounds ----------- 226,000 lbs.
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should be done immediately after picking, on account of the sweat or oil
that may gather on the surface of the fruit, rendering wiping practically
impossible.

The fruit should be carefully culled and graded before reaching the
packer, because first-class packing cannot be done if it must be graded
and sorted at the same time. This as well as the wiping of the apples
and pears may be done as soon as the fruit is brought from the orchard
and then placed in packing boxes for storing, until packing begins.

Quite a large number of growers were found to pile their fruit in bins,
but this is very detrimental indeed. It admits of a great deal more sweat-
ing due to poor ventilation, and also of considerable bruising in handling.

It is a very commendable feature that many of the growers are using
the lithograph instead of the old method of having an ink stamp on the end
of the box. Another plan which should be followed is to stamp on the
other end of the box, the number of apples, pears, etc., which it contains,
as well as the number of tiers.

It is needless here to treat the subject of packing apples since it has
been thoroughly discussed in a previous bulletin, No. 94.

The writers believe that better grading can be done if, instead of
packing the apples on side benches where the fruit is packed from single
boxes, the packers had a large amount of fruit to pick from. This would
mean a modification of the benches or else the adoption of tables. Certain
it is that better grading can be do:e from large quantities than from
small ones.

The packing of any fruit is largely a matter of experience. There are
certain principles which apply to all fruits though more care must be
exercised with some varieties than with others.

The pear is a very perishable fruit and requires the most careful
handling. It must be picked while yet in a green state. Although the
picking season varies with the prevailing climatic conditions each year,
August 15 is about the time for the harvest to begin. Whenever, on
slightly twisting the stem and turning the pear upward, it will snap off,
the fruit is ready to pick. This generally means several pickings from
the same tree. This method relieves the tree and gives it an opportunity
to mature the remaining fruit to best advantage. Great care must be
exercised not to have the pears hang too long, for it deteriorates the
shipping qualities quite materially. After picking, the pears should be
packed and shipped as soon as possible, as they are quite perishable. The
principles of culling, grading, etc., are the same as those of other fruits.
The boxes are shorter but wider than the apple boxes, having the follow-
ing dimensions,depth, 8% in., width, 12 in., length, 18% in. They must
be packed with lining, layer, and wrapping paper. There is an increasing
demand for pears packed in the half size boxes. This means a very fancy
price, if a handsome lithograph is placed on the top layer and lace paper
lines the edges, with an additional lithograph on the outside of the box.
This only makes a slight increased cost and the fruit sells at a very large
advance over the ordinary pears. It is understood that the fruit itself



Plate 8A carload of pears properly braced for crossing
the continent.



Plate 9A fine commercial pack of Bartlett pears. Fruit must be packed well if good
prices are to be realized.
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Plate xo--Fancy Cornice pears packed In half boxes with lace paper, and lithographs.
The bo in the center is left unwrapped to show size of pears.



Plate uA scene in the Ashland Association packing house, illustrating the
various packs, and the baskets in which peaches are

delivered to the packing house.
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Plate iaThree boxes of well packed peaches put up at the Ashland Fràit Growers'
Association. Box at right is fancy grade. Center box

the "A" grade, and box to left "B" grade.

II
'I I,



Plate 13Scene in the C. H. Lewis packing house where packers are putting up a carload of fancy Cornice.



Plate r4A view of the J. W. Perkins packing house. -



Plate 15The exhibit building at Medford. Advertising pays in fruit growing. This is
one of the best methods of advertising.
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must be first-class. It is a splendid illustration of the statement that the
greatest profit is realized by handling a number one product in a first-
class manner.

There are several forms of packs, but all are diagonal. The first
pears are placed in the box with the stem from the packer, the calyx to
the end of the box. In what is known as the three-two packs, there are
three of these, one in the middle, the, other twobeing- at the sides. Then
a pear is placed in each of the two intervals formed by the three and with
the stem pointing toward the packer. Then alternately, three and two,
the remainder of the pears in the tier are placed in the same way, ther
being 23 pears in each of four tiers or 92 per box when packed in the
full sized box, or 46 in the half boxes.

With the four-three pack there are 28, and with the three-three
oft'set there are 24 pears in a tier.

The pears must be packed tight so that when the box is nailed there
will be pressure enough on the fruit to bold it firmly in place. A larger
bulge is allowed on pears than is generally customary on apples.

PACKING PEACHES. At the Ashland Fruit Growers' Association,
peaches were being packed in boxes 4 inches deep, 19% inches long, and
11% inches wide. A %-inch space is left between sides and top and bottom.
Holes are also bored in the sides of the- boxes to allow circulation of air.
These boxes allow two layers of peaches,: and. in nearly: all grades every
peach is wrapped. Although the fruit is very hard when packed care
must be taken not to bruise it in any way. The peaches must he packed
in such a way that they are held firmly in the package and under no
condition must rattle. The- peaches are deliveredin clean one-half bushel
baskets and the grading' is done at the time of packing. Most of the
packing is done by women and girls who are allowed 2 cents per box,
each packer puts up from 0 to .80 boxes per day. Two grades are made
according to quality, the second gradebeing. marked X. Grades are also
made according to size. Fancy contain 64 orles:s to the box; A, 64 to
80; B, 80 to 90; and D, contains the small and low grade peaches and are
unwrapped. The cost of putting up a box of peaches including material
and work is about 9 cents. From 60 to & carloads pf peaches are shipped
annually; 1,200 of the 20-pound boxes can he loaded in a car and at this
rate it would cost about 15 cents a box to send as-far east as Kansas City.

We should not leave the subject of packing without making note of
the splendid packing houses that are being erected over the valley. Such
houses as are found on the J. W. Perkins, the C. H. Lewis, and the F. H.
Hopkins orchards, and 1any oth,e.rs, are a credit to any fruit growing
community. They are well lighted and constructed for handling and
cooling the fruit as rapidly as possible. -

SELLING THE PRODUCT.

There are two classes of growers in the Rogue River Valley, namely,
the large growers, having from fifty to several hundred acres, and small
growers having only w acres. The large growers generally dispose of
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their apples and pears independently, sending carload lots to commission
men in our large Eastern cities or else exporting to English buyers, the
pears and red apples being disposed of in centers like Chicago, New York,
Montreal, and Boston, while the Newtown is more commonly exported to
Europe, especially to England. Upon arrival at the market they are
genera]ly sold at auction.

The small growers are unable to handle large, or car lot, shipments
and therefore deal chiefly through the union, thus obtaining the ath'an-
tage of large shippers. This is by far the best method for small growers,
as a perfectly organized association will bring them the highest results.
The large growers feel that since they are handling such heavy shipments
they can easily build up individual reputation and therefore have nothing
to gain by forming an association where they are taxed so much per box.
To a large extent this is doubtless true, however, it is a question whether
or not it would be to an advantage to the large growers to form some kind
of an association whereby they can maintain a uniformity of grading
and packing, and bring about the best possible distribution of their fruit;
settling to a large degree the problem of packing and selling the product
to mutual benefit of all concerned. The organization could also deal to
a large extent in such problems as labor employment, etc., which in time
may become quite serious as more orchards come into bearing. This
would be of. a different nature than the ordinary association and would
allow the grower to handle his own fruit and build up his own reputation
without detracting from, or coming into unnecessary competition with,
his fellow growers..

PRICES.

Today the apples of Rogue Rivery Valley sell upon their merits. They
are known the world over and the prices received by the growers indicate
the quality of the fruit. When honesty and high grade of packing are
practiced, good prices are realized. Table 23 gives the average prices
received by the growers of the valley for the past five years, as given
by the growers.

Owing to change in ownership, immaturity of many of the trees, and
the reluctance of a few of the growers, these figures are compiled from
about 33 1-3 per cent of the growers:

TABLE 23Average Prices Net per Box for Past Five Years.

This table represents the average price of all varieties grown in the
valley and sold as first-grade fruit. Certain varieties of apples this past
season brought as high as $2.60 per box, Cornice pears as high as $9.20
per box, peaches, when packed in fancy boxes, brought $1.25 per box.

1003 1.904 1905 1906 1907

Apples
Pears -

$1.17
91)

$1.25
1.00

$1.40
180

$3.29
171

$1 85
2.38

Peaches - .53 55 61

Prunds per pound 0125 0125 .0175 .0225 .0850
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For the seconds and culls the growers do not receive so much, although
as high as $1.60 per box has been realized for some of these apples the
past season. The majority, of the seconds and culls, however, bring
from 50 cents to $1.00 per box.

The income per acre of all the bearing apple trees in the valley is
approximately $244.30. After deducting $60.72, the expenses for culti-
vation, pruning, spraying, labor, fertilization, packing, etc., from $244.30,
the grower realizes $183.58 clear profit. This is a very conservative
estimate. Some of the growers realize as much as $1,341.60 per acre and
$500 to $600 per acre is quite common.

The past few years the growers have netted from pears approximately
$500 to $600 per acre, which is a conservative estimate per acre for
pears; peaches, $12L70, and prunes $87.50. While the prices vary con-
siderably each year, good results have been obtained by all successful
fruit growers.

During the past season, some very high prices and large returns were
realized. Some of the figures furnished by the growers are as follows:
J. W. Perkins sold a car of Cornice pears for $4,558, netting $3,772. C.
H. Lewis, from a block of twenty-year old Bartletts, realized at the rate
of $1,553.16 net per acre, while a block of Newtowns twenty years old
netted $1,341.60 per acre. Nine-year-old Bartletts and Newtowns give
about half the above figures per acre. From 16h/ acres of Winter Nelis
pears, F. H. Hopkins netted $19,000. Results of a similar nature were
received from many of the other growers, but lack of space will not per-
mit us to publish them, however, these printed are sufficient to show the
possibilities of orcharding in the Rogue River Valley.

The price for apples especially has undergone a change recently
throughout the Northwest. Formerly the large three-tier apple brought
the highest price, but in many cases these higher prices were paid in
order to obtain certain much desired four-tier sizes at a reduction.

This is especially true with the Newtown and we find today the best
prices and greatest demand for the four-tier sizes. The growers should
welcome this change, as it means a better apple both as to quality and
shipping value. In some varieties like Spitzenburg, the larger sizes still
seem to bring the higher prices, but it is probably only a matter of a
short time before the four-tier apple will be the standard regardless of
variety.

SUMMARY.

AREA.Commercial orcharding in Jackson County has had a wonder-
ful development in the past fifteen years. From a humble beginning
consisting of two or three orchards it has grown until we now find 473
orchards containing 9,675.4 acres. The average size of a commercial
orchard is 25.3 acres.

SITE AND ASPECT.The elevation of the orchards varies from 1,200 to
2,600 feet, 1,700 feet being about the average. In exposure all points of
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the compass re well represented. A large percentage of the orchards
have, however, a northern exposure. Except with peach trees the ex-
posure has as yet played but an insignificant part in orcharding in
Jackson County.

S0IL5.There is a great variation found in the soils of the county.
Nearly all are deficient in humus and many lack nitrogen. At present,
because of the immaturity of many of the orchards, it is impossible to
state just which soils are more especially adapted to the various fruits,
but from indications the granitic oiJs seem more adapted for peaches, the
red hills for grapes, and the tree fruts such as the prune and cherry;
the apples seem to do well on the sticky and loamy soils and probably in
many of the first bench lands. Pears seem to do better on the stronger
and heavier soils.

CtrITIvATroN.Pratically 74 per cent of the orchards are given good
cultivation, while 98 per cent receive some cultivation. Only 1½ per cent
of the orchards are totally neglected and those are largely home orchards.
There are many types of soil, each of which offer special requirements of
cultivation.

FEEDING THE S3:L.At the present time only 5 per cent of the grow-
ers use commercial fertilizers, 5 per cent cover crops, and 70 per cent
use stable compost, in very limited quantities.

IRRIGATI0N.Only 10 per cent of the growers irrigate, but a much
]arger percentage can conveniently do so and are planning to irrigate
this season. Water is obtained from Fish Lake ditch, Rogue River, and
from private systems. The furrow system is preferred under normal
conditions.

DRAINAGE. Of the 473 orchards, 30 per cent are on rather level bot-
tom land, 15 per cent of these are in need of artificial drainage. Many
orchards having a good elevation and slope have sections that would be
benefited by drainage.

SETTING YOUNG ORcHARDS.Many of the old orchards were planted
too closely but this has been largely remedied in the younger orchards.
The rectangular system is the common system used in setting out
orchards.

VARIETIES' GR0wN.In the older orchards many varieties were grown
but the younger orchards contain but few varieties. Of the 5,972.97
acres planted to apples, 3,112.46 acres are planted to Yellow Newtown,
2,000.97 acres to Spitzenburg, and 461 acres to Jonathan. Of the 2,189.43
acres of pears, 571.45 acres are planted to Cornice, 643.19 acres to Bart-
lett, and 435.75 acres to Bose.

AGE OF ORcEARDs.Beginning with 1902 there has been a rapid in-
crease in the number of trees planted, a very large percentage of the
trees being under six years of age. The maximum yields were found in
trees from fifteen to thirty years of age. The older orchards, because of
neglect, were on a decline.

PRUNING.A large percentage of the growers give their trees skillful
pruning; 6 per cent, however, of the orchards are in need of better prun-
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ing, these being principally the old and home orchards; 34 ier tent of the
growers head low, 47 per cent medium, and 19 per cent high; 78 per cent
of the growers favor the open tree, while 22 per cent favor the leader;
83 per cent prune in winter, 6 per cent in summer, and 11 per cent pIune
both winter and summer.

THINNING.In practically all the commercial orchards thinning is
practiced. The amount of thinning done varies with season and variety.

FUNGUS DIsEA5ES.Anthracnose was found in 61 orchaids, blight- in
21, crown gall in 9, shot-hole fungus in 45, and applescab in 11. These
figures are for orchards in which the disease conditions wer very nOtice-
able. Traces of these were found in many orchards and pecially- is this
true of anthracnose. - -

INSECTS.Borers were found in 31 orchards, aphis in 58. Codlin
moth, while in all orchards, were noticeably present -in 141. San Jose
scale was found in 98 orchards. In spraying, 80 per cert spray when
petals fall, 21 per cent wait until the moths appear; 85 pe -cent ake
four applications and 12 per cent make but two. There is considerable
difference of opinion as to the best date, and number of applications to
make, in spraying for Codlin moth.

PAST AND PRESENT CONDITION OF OacsaDs.The statistics gathered
show that there has been a steady improvemept in orchard management
in Jackson County. Only a small percent of the orchards are in poor
condition. -

YmEIoS.The figures obtained for yields are somewhat unsatisfactory,
due to the fact that a large percentage of the growers could not furnish
information of value. A table was made based on number of bearing
trees multiplied by a fair average yield per tree, obtained from - the
growers. -

PREPARING FRUIT FOR MAREET. The growers are practically agreed
in the general principles of harvesting and packing. With all high-grades
of fruit great care is used, the fruit being wrapped and lithograph labels
used freely. This subject is so broad and has so many phasea that we
refer the reader to the subject as treated in detail. - -

SELLING THE PRODUCT.The small grower sells through the associa-
tion while nearly all the large growers handle their fruit independently.

PRICES.FOr the past few years prices have been steadily on the in-
crease and with pears the increase has been phenomenal. The past
season the average net prices for apples were $1.85, pears $2.33, peaches
71 cents.

CONCLUSIONS.

As a result of this orchard survey we can come to certain definite
conclusions.

Jackson County is blessed with a great variety of soil and with
climatic conditions that make it possible to grow to perfection a large
variety of fruits, such as apples, pears, peaches, cherries, grapes, small
fruits and nuts. The pears grown in the valley have the reput.tion
of being the best grown, and the highest prices in the country are realized
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for them. Rogue River Bartletts, Comice, Bose, D'Anjou, and Winter
Nelis are world famous, and her Newtown apples are recognized to be
among the best in the English market.

The many types of. soils found in the county are all in all very good
and of a nature to retain the plant food and wear well, but they are gen-
erally lacking in humus. Probably one of the best ways of supplying it
will be by means of cover crops. A rotation of leguminous crops like
vetch or Canada pea; potash plants like rye or cowhorn turnips; and
plants of the nature of rye and oats, will be good in most cases, care
being used not to supply the pear orchards with too much nitrogen.
Certain adobe soils could probably he handled more easily if clover were
grown for two seasons, followed by clean culture. Where irrigation is
possible enough moisture can be supplied for both clover and trees.

Cultivation is generally carried on intensively. Many of the smaller
orchards would give better returns if cultivation were carried on as it is
in nearly all of the large commercial orchards. Irrigation is in its in-
fancy, but it is bound to be a factor especially with apple growing. There
is always a danger that the beginner will over-irrigate. He does not
realize that he must consider the roil, wood and leaf growth and quality
of fruit and not mere quantity and size. With the increase in irrigation
more attention should be given to the subject of drainage. At the present
time fully 5 per cent of the orchards need drainage and many more would
be greatly benefited if tile drained.

Pruning has received a great deal of attention and if there is any
one point in which Rogue River orchardists excel it is in pruning.

Fungus diseases and insect pests are being systematically combatted
but some of the growers would do well to make a closer study of these so
as to recognize them and understand their proper method of treatment.

The orchards aie steadily improving and many of them that were
formerly neglected are now in good condition and being properly cared for.

The p'ach industry is in a poor condition. The owners would do well
to organize themselves into a horticultural society and have meetings. in
which they could discuss such subjects as pruning, spraying, care of soil,
fighting frosts, varieties, etc. Until some such step as this is taken the
splendid returns that are possible will not be realized.

Jackson County has the reputation of putting up the finest pack of
pears in the world. Some of the fruit handled in the county should oe
more closely graded than it is at present. A system should be devised
whereby the packer has a more uniform and larger amount of fruit to
grade from. The packing houses that are being erected are a credit to
the county. We believe that the large growers will do well to form some
kind of an association wherein they can handle their fruit in such a way
as not to compete to their mutual loss in the same market.

The field notes of this survey were taken between July 1 and
October 1, 1907.




